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Weight Loss and Toning
none
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Home Fit Consulting, LLC.

205-675-7412

Push Up

Sets: 3   Rest:   Reps: 35 seconds   Tempo:   Relative Intensity:   Weight:  

Notes:

none

Instructions:

1. Lie face down hands a comfortable width at shoulder height.

2. Take a diaphragmatic breath and draw your belly button inwards. Exhale through pursed lips pushing yourself
up to a plank position keeping your head and spine in alignment. The stick on the models back is used to
demonstrate this alignment.

3. Inhale as you lower back to the ground.

Additional Instructions:

none
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Standing Multi Level Torso Twists

Sets: 3   Rest:   Reps: 35 seconds   Tempo:   Relative Intensity:   Weight:  

Notes:

none

Instructions:

1. Standing in a comfortable stance

2. Rotate your torso as far as you comfortably can in one direction then in the opposite direction.

3. Raise your arms to out in front and rotate each way.

4. Then raise your arms above your head and rotate in each direction.

Additional Instructions:

none
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Multi Directional Lunge with Arm Rotation

Sets: 3   Rest:   Reps: 35 seconds   Tempo:   Relative Intensity:   Weight:  

Notes:

none

Instructions:

1. Begin each step with good posture and facing the same direction.

2. Each leg will be lunging in 5 different directions and as you step out you will rotate your arms in each direction.

3. Front lunge step forward to 12 o'clock at the bottom your back knee should just touch the ground.

4. Front 45° lunge step half way between 12 and 3 o'clock or 12 and 9 depending on which leg you're stepping
with. The head and eyes should face forward and your pelvis and shoulders should be square to the front allow the
back leg to pivot naturally as you lower into the lunge.

5. Do not turn the whole body 45° as that would not be any different than the front lunge.

6. Lateral lunge step out to the side 3 or 9 o'clock depending on which leg your using. Both feet should be facing
forward bending the leg you step out with.

7. Back 45° lunge step back between 3 and 6 o'clock or 6 and 9 depending on which leg you're stepping with. Keep
your body facing forward as you step back with the back foot facing about 45° inwards.

8. Lower the back knee until it just touches the ground.

9. Back lunge step backwards to 6 o'clock at the bottom your back knee should just touch the ground.

Additional Instructions:
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Good Morning with Stick

Sets: 3   Rest:   Reps: 35 seconds   Tempo:   Relative Intensity:   Weight:  

Notes:

none

Instructions:

1. Standing with your feet a comfortable distance apart with a stick on your back with good posture.

2. Lift the chest up to activate the thoracic extensors musculature.

3. Inhale drawing the belly button inward keeping the natural arch in your low back bend forward from the waist
similar to an old fashion good morning gesture to where you comfortably can.

4. Exhale through pursed lips as you return to the top position.

Additional Instructions:

none
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V Up

Sets: 3   Rest:   Reps: 35 seconds   Tempo:   Relative Intensity:   Weight:  

Notes:

none

Instructions:

1. Lying on your back with your arms overhead.

2. Drawing your belly button inwards bend at the hips lifting your legs and trunk simultaneously to touch your
finger tips to your toes.

3. Lower under control and repeat.

Additional Instructions:

none


